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The English Rite, being a Synopsis of the Sources and Revisions of the
Book of Common Prayer, by F. E. BRIGHTMAN. 2 vols. 42*.
(Rivington's, London, 1915.)

THE time had come for a new publication carrying on the work of
L'Estrange, Cardwell, Keeling, and Parker in setting out the stages
of developement through which the English Prayer Book has passed.
Dr Brightman in the two fine volumes of The English Rite has taken
up the succession, and produced a Synopsis of the successive revisions,
which for completeness, minute accuracy, and practical convenience
goes a long way beyond anything that has previously been attempted.

The general plan of the book is that each page is in double columns,
so that each opening exhibits four, three of which are uniformly occupied
by the Books of 1549, of 1552, and of 1661 respectively. These books
are given complete (except that there is no Psalter), and their sequence
is preserved, so that either of the three columns can be read through,
and will be found to represent in the smallest detail a given edition of
the book in question. Not only so, but the columns are printed to
correspond with one another line by line and even word by word.
This method is prodigal of space, and exacting as regards the labours
of editor and printer: but the reader reaps the benefit, by having the
case set before him in a form which he cannot mistake, and in a con-
spectus which tells its own tale to the eye at the first glance.

Further, by an ingenious and simple use of varying types and of index
numbers, the last of these columns distinguishes many influences which
contributed after 1552 to make up the text of the Book of 1661. Thus
in studying that column the reader is reminded all the time what is due
e.g. to the English Book of 1604 or the Scottish Book of 1637, or
again to suggestions of Wren, of Cosin, or of the Puritan Divines.

Dr Brightman has further gone beyond all his predecessors in this
work by making his Synopsis include also the ulterior sources of the
English Rite. The first of his four columns is devoted to the original
texts, Greek, Latin, and German, from which the English version is
directly drawn, whether of the pre-Reformation time or of later date;
and it contains also in some cases a reference to English precedents, to
canonical regulations and the like, so that an illuminating commentary
runs on side by side with the English texts. Something of this sort
was done by Dr Blunt in his Annotated Book of Common Prayer, and
by Messrs Campion and Beamont in their Prayer Book Interleaved.
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Dr Brightman does not allude to these attempts in the preface, where
he describes his relation to his predecessors: but his own handling of
the sources is so much more complete and thorough that there is hence-
forward little need for any student to go back behind him to those
earlier works, unless it be for material that gives illustrations rather
than the precedents of the English services.

The value of this Synopsis is so great, that it is very desirable that it
should be more generally accessible to students than it can be in these
two bulky and necessarily expensive volumes. It would be a great
gain if, later on, a compendious edition could be produced, omitting
the full text of Introits, Epistles, and Gospels. One volume would
then cover the whole ground, including the important Introduction
and Appendix, of which it now remains to speak.

The Introduction comprises 220 pages of masterly summary, dealing
with the sources and their history. It is as full of material as an egg
is of meat, and far surpasses anything previously published in the way
of completeness and wise judgement. The result of a great deal of
very intricate labour and of much careful balancing is often expressed
in a few lines, and the relative importance of the various influences
which the Prayer Book has undergone is estimated with very convincing
sobriety. On page after page the reader meets with a phrase or two
which expresses some point with greater clearness, or reveals some
influence more accurately, or fills in some detail more fully, than is
done elsewhere.

A conspicuous instance is the account given of the earlier set of
German influences on the Prayer Book. These were long ago con-
sidered and much overestimated by H. E. Jacobs and subsequently
reassessed by Gasquet and Bishop; but Dr Brightman has minutely
examined the whole question again, using, in addition to Richter's
reprint of the chief Kirchen-Ordnungen, the new and fuller reprints
which Sehling has been editing. A dozen pages of the Introduction
give a luminous account of the genesis and sequence of those Lutheran
liturgical documents which Dr Brightman has sifted out from the whole
set as being the ones which may chiefly be supposed to have influenced
the English Rite. They run from Luther's first effort in 1523 down to
Hermann's Consultation of 1543, where the influence becomes most
direct. At the same time the influence of other documents emanating
from Cologne—especially the Antididagma—is duly set in the opposite
scale, and their significance is brought out more strongly than hereto-
fore. A more exact estimate of the English obligation to these German
influences is thus made possible.

The Introduction also contains very valuable comparative tables; and
each of the sections descriptive of the English documents, from the
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Litany of 1544 to the Book Annexed of 1661, is followed by a series of
Notes, closely packed and closely printed, calling attention to other
points than those which emerge on a study of the Synopsis itself.

In the Appendix Dr Brightman deals at length with the Bidding of
the Bedes, and more briefly with the Rogation Procession. The
24 pages devoted to the former will, it is hoped, help to recover for
the observance its authentic position, and help to direct into right lines
some of the expedients of the same nature that are now being revived
or tried in a bungling manner.

In view of the issue of future editions it may be well to raise one or
two small questions and minute criticisms. It seems desirable that the
list of books (p. vii) appertaining to the Divine Service previous to the
compilation of the Breviary should include the Legenda Sanctorum.
The source of these legenda is one of the problems of early breviary
history. As time went on the contribution that derived from this
source became more and more considerable and complex, and its
importance increased accordingly. The list of non-Roman books
(pp. xviii, xix) should perhaps include a reference to the Mozarabic
or Gallican Orationale1: for though it is very inaccessible and needs
to be re-edited, it is of importance; and it may yet provide clues to the
solution of some liturgical puzzles. The developement of the modern
office out of the old breviary service is described in terms of the
Roman Breviary (pp. xxiv and xxv): but the same evolution or a
similar one transformed also the mediaeval English Divine Service: and
from the point of view of this book it would be more satisfactory to
have the complicated history of curtailment and enlargement described
in terms of an English Breviary. It is true, England recorded no
laments like those of Ralph de Rivo: nor has any one traced the
changes on English soil even as scrappily as Batiffol has done for the
Roman Breviary: but the main lines are clear, and the story is a very
integral part of the evolution of the Sarum Rite.

Dr Brightman has thrown so much light upon terms that it seems
lawful to beg for some illumination about the history of the term
Agenda (p. xl); also to suggest reconsideration of the term ' prose'
as applied to the Salve fesla dies (p. .briii). The English custom of
calling the Antiphona ad introitum by the name offidum is a case of
using the part for the whole, since the offidum missae is properly not
the introitus itself (p. civ), nor yet the antiphon and psalm accompanying
it, but the whole of the first section of the Mass down to the end of the
collect (Amalarius De Eccl. Off. iii 5).

It might be well to note (p. cbxv note 1) that the Brieff Discours was
1 Printed in Liturgia Anliqua Hispanica Gothica .. ., 2 vols. Rome (1746), and

in the only volume is3ued of Bianchini's edition of Tommasi's works (1741).
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reprinted in 1846 and again recently in 1908: otherwise it might be
thought to be more inaccessible than it is.

Such points as these are all very minute, and it may seem unworthy
to raise them. But a writer of such minute knowledge and exact
technique would rather have criticism and suggestion than adulation:
and the reviewer who would avoid the latter must almost perforce, and
even at great risk to himself, attempt the former alternative.

W. H. FRERE.

The Doctrine of the Atonement, by J. K. MOZLEY, M.A. (Duckworth,

M R MOZLEY has produced a work of real distinction—a work that
would have held a place of honour if it had come from an older writer,
and that is still more remarkable when it is remembered that he wrote
it within ten years of taking his degree. Although it assumes the
modest form of a half-crown volume in Duckworth's series of * Studies
in Theology', it is really a complete history of the doctrine of the
Atonement, well worthy of a library edition.

The first thing that strikes us about it is its wide range and thorough-
ness of treatment. The book really covers, in well-judged proportions,
every period in the history of the doctrine—Old Testament, New
Testament (Synoptic Gospels, and the rest of the N. T.), Greek
Patristics, Latin Patristics and Schoolmen, the Reformation and Post-
Reformation Theology down to the present day. To the best of my
belief, the treatment of all these diverse aspects and periods is equally
thorough. I have looked for weak places, but (so far as my know-
ledge goes) have not found them—unless it be the negligible fact
that textual criticism is not handled with quite so much command as
other subjects. Nowhere has one the impression of knowledge imper-
fectly assimilated and only lightly got up for the occasion.

The next thing that strikes us is that all this really vast collection of
materials does not over-burden the author, but is always kept well in
hand. He possesses the shaping power which neither sacrifices the
whole to the parts nor the parts to the whole. The book is quite
a success aesthetically and artistically. The effect may be judged from
the very opening paragraph of the Preface. The reader is carried up
at once into a high region, from which he surveys the history of the
doctrine in its place in human thought and in its actual influence upon
the human mind. It is right that the gift which enables a writer to do
this should be estimated at its full value.

VOL. XVII. X
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